Bandage and Woundcare Brochure
The SanoSkin® Wound Care Range is a comprehensive range of products for Veterinary Healthcare that has been developed for use in a variety of wounds and severity.

The SansoSkin® range consists of SanoSkin® NET, SanoSkin®-Foam, SanoSkin® Melladerm PLUS, SanoSkin® Melladerm PLUS-Tulle, SanoSkin® Cleanser, SanoSkin® Melloxy®.

This range is specifically designed for the following wounds types:
Acute, chronic, superficial, exuding, infected, necrotic, malodorous, sloughy wounds – including: bruises, skin tears, pressure ulcers, venous and arterial ulcers, diabetic ulcers, graft donor sites, cuts, first and second degree burns, postoperative wounds and other external wounds caused by trauma.

**SanoSkin® NET:** Woven net coated with a transparent hydrogel, multipurpose wound contact layer providing exudate absorption and retention.

- Absorb excess exudate up to 15 times its own weight
- Creates a moist wound healing environment
- Bacteriostatic
- Gel layer absorbs initial production of exudate preventing secondary dressings adhering to wound.

Size: 10cm x 10cm  
Quantity: 10

**SanoSkin®-Foam:** Third generation polyurethane foam dressing for low-moderate exuding wounds.

- Film backing that acts as a bacterial barrier.
- Extremely hydrophilic
- Absorbs and retains fluids

Size: 10cm x 10cm  
Quantity: 5

Size: 20cm x 50cm  
Quantity: 3
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SanoSkin® Melladerm PLUS: Contains honey, glycerine, propylene glycol, PEG 4000. This medical grade honey is a patented formula that can be diluted 25 times before losing its antibacterial effect and is designed specifically for the patients with necrotic or sloughy wounds.

- Low to no-sting on application.
- Facilitates autolysis and promotes epithelial cell migration.
- Osmotic action creates a moist wound-healing environment and together with honey stimulates the wound healing process.

| Size: 20g | Quantity: 1 |
| Size: 50g | Quantity: 1 |

SanoSkin® Melladerm PLUS-Tulle: Gel gauze made of specially woven, wide gauge, non-adherent polyester mesh impregnated with SanoSkin® Melladerm® PLUS honey gel.

- The gauge of the mesh is designed to allow wound fluid to pass through easily so it can be absorbed by the secondary dressing (compress or foam).
- Moist wound healing environment and honey stimulates the wound healing process.

| Size: 10cm x 10cm | Quantity: 10 |

SanoSkin® Cleanser: Modern cleansing solution based on physiological saline mixed with mild surfactants Glycerin, polysorbate, chlorhexidine for use on devitalised tissue as well as contaminated wounds removing matter, cellular debris and fibrinous material.

- Effectively remove/dissolves proteins and lipids.
- Moisturising properties.
- Prevents microbiological solution contamination.
- Cleansing force of the nozzle is easily adjusted
- 250 ml of solution, usually capable of clearing 95% of the bacteria and slough.

| Size: 250ml | Quantity: 1 |

SanoSkin® Melloxy®: New patented formula which combines Bulgarian mountain flower medical-grade honey and ozonated vegetable olive oil. The Melloxy® has 40% honey in, pH4, and has a peroxide value of 40 (10 times more than average peroxide generating honey) providing unique characteristics for wound healing.

- Proven antibacterial action
- Painless on application.
- Effective killing of bacteria and fungi.
- The ointment will not adhere to the wound and will dilute gradually.
- Can also be used as a skin barrier to avoid maceration and as a hydrating agent for dry peri-wound skin.

| Size: 50g | Quantity: 1 |
**DugWrap** (10cm, 7.5cm, 5cm)
Self adherent bandage. Provides controlled compression, comfortable and conformable without sticking to skin/hair. Applications include securing compression dressings, partial immobilization.

**TreatRap** (WOW) (10cm, 7.5cm, 5cm)
Conforming bandage with very fine, densely woven, soft white gauze bandage. Ideal for joint support, to allow mobility or limited support with immobilisation as it has excellent conforming properties over difficult shapes.

**DugCast** (12.5cm, 10cm, 7.5cm, 5cm)
Lightweight bandage ideal for specific primary casting, secondary casting and cast bracing. Highly comfortable and easily shaped around joints.

**DugSoft** (15cm, 10cm, 7.5cm, 5cm)
Soft and conforming padding bandage with excellent absorbency and wicking characteristics. Used beneath orthopaedic casts to provide comfort and effectively distributes compression values.

**DugWool** (1000gm, 500gm)
Very soft and highly absorbent with high volume to weight. Retains body and handling performances when wet. Presented in layered roll of 500g & 1000g.

**DugSwab** (4ply, 8ply, 12ply x 10cm)
100% cotton sterile gauze. Cotton, open woven gauze cloth cut and folded into 4ply, 8ply or 12 ply.

**Gamgee Tissue** (45cm, 30cm)
Low adherent surface. Fibers won’t stick to wound; highly absorbent and strong. Keeps muscles and tendons warm for exercising, competition, travelling.

**Lintex Poultice** (20cm x 40cm)
Effective healing aid that can be applied as a hot or cold wet poultice or dry wound dressing.

**Tensoplast** (10cm, 7.5cm, 5cm)
Elastic adhesive conforming bandage used primarily as bandage protective and tertiary layer for compression and immobilisation dressings such as Robert Jones, Splints, Slings, etc. Also useful for minor dressings as will adhere to to skin and hair preventing dressing slip, drains and catheter stabilisation and stirrups.

**Leukopore Tape** (2.5cm)
Is a white hypoallergenic tape ideal for use on patients with sensitive skin of for long term dressings. It provides good initial and permanent adhesion, yet is painless to remove and does not leave residue.

**Zinc Oxide Tape** (1.25cm x (5m,10m) & 2.5cm x (5m,10m))
Zinc oxide tape stays in place for long periods of time, especially in damp conditions and can also be used to secure protective pads and dressings that are applied to wounds.
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Direct orders to (0504) 43169 or e-mail: sales@dugganvet.ie